
In the beginning, it was easy, you wrote, I have finally
mastered riding a bike in China. Today, I nearly ran
over a chicken. I love my students. I will
enjoy teaching here. I said, I have decided to leave Missoula,

I cry about it daily, but I know it’s best, remembering
your warnings: be careful in your letters, our mail is opened.
Lately, I have seen the clips of Tiananmen Square, children
singing songs of home, the troubled sleep

of a thousand hunger strikers. I have seen
the trucks of frightened peasant soldiers
and the fists of the government shouting. Mary, I remember
your stories of teaching the students to decorate

a Christmas tree and how a skewed translation
instructed them to glue not tape the stockings
to your wall. For the first time, I matched the faces
in the paper with those eagerly

crowding your apartment after class and my sudden guilt
surprised me, overwhelming as a forgotten continent.
I can’t be silent any longer. I need to tell
you all the times I have read headlines for entertainment

and stared at photos of people’s tragedies
with mere interest. Tonight, on the evening news,
I saw the masses in the square, soldiers, the bloody
faces of students in the last lurching
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frames before the blackout, the return to the newscaster’s
face. Suddenly, I wanted to weep unceasingly for a billion people,
touch each of them on the shoulder and say, please forgive me.
If I start now, I might accomplish this one thing.

This is the letter I read to you every night
from America so I won’t forget, so I will say
everything when I see you again. Still, your letters,
sealed and re-sealed, arrive: The climate here

has turned for the worse and I must visit you next summer
to explain it. I say, I am writing down a few pieces of my life.

for Mary McVee
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Happiness

What’s left of the day spreads
into a thin layer of light across
the lake’s far shore. Now, the moon
has come. A dinner plate laid quietly on a table.
The dark water becomes darker and
we all begin to bundle our things for home.
On the dock, people have fished all evening. A couple
of them are into metal slamming from a boom box and
wear Harley Davidson T-shirts, crappies
on a stringer. A kid unleashes
a sunnie and loses it like a bar of soap
on the planks where it tap dances
back into the lake. I sit dangling 
my legs over the dark city water imagining
the Laotians next to me are laughing over
some good fortune, a gold coin they will find
in the mouth of the next perch. The woman
wears a flat straw hat and a long blouse
as if she is returning home to
a lush jungle of orchids,
the immense comfort of custom. Mostly,
there are children lured by an old wish
to remember how to breathe underwater.
They have dreams about it sometimes and
it’s easy. It is a secret lung each of us has
tucked deep inside our chests. At the right
moment, it will unfurl and receive the water
and when we have had enough of such happiness
it will, like certain flowers, simply
close its ravishing petal for the night.
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This Town that Takes the Series

This town can’t find a seat
on the Lake Street bus and loses
a shoe on the escalator at Dayton’s,
this town that chalks up nosebleeds
in crowded elevators suddenly
one October pitches pure nerve
with a holy right arm and plunges under
every cage-faced catcher’s tag at home.
It’s this town that is the Minneapolis boy
in a two hundred slump at bat with the bags
loaded in the sixth. See how nothing
matches the beauty of those yard
wide shoulders cracking the pitch
and the wallop of tension
as the ball scales the roof, arcs
in a slo-mo calm, descending into one
meteor stitched with our names
for a bleachered riot of hometown underdog
free-for-all, desperate to roll Volkswagons
and kiss complete strangers. Watch this
town rounding first in a clatter far beyond
score and dazzle, trotting the bases
slow enough to hold onto the thousand
decibal brawl tearing every ear drum,
the bedlam of a million white banners
beating down all odds against, leaving
one town wild with our own good luck.
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“This town needed a win. I’m glad
for the town.”

—Kirby Puckett, centerfielder,
Minnesota Twins, 1987


